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Introduction 

In this second report on Richardson's method 1 > some numerical 
aspects with which one is faced in actual computation are discussed. 
First we will consider the numerical stability of the first order 
version of Richardson's method. It is well-known that the order of 
the rele.J!:a.tion,pa.rameters must be chosen very ca.re:t'ully in order to 
get convergence. In fact, the distribution recommended by Young 

I 

faile1 for the'problems we tested on the computer. The factorization 
method proposed in section 3 proved to be numerically stable for very 

I 

ill-conditioned matrix problems. Secondly w~ will prove that the second 
order process is strongly stable in the sense of O'Brien, Hyman and 

I 

kaplan and finally we will discuss the effect of not estimating 
• I ' exactly the first eigenvalues. 

In a. third report '(?] we will apply thei theory to a number of 
matrix pr.oblems arising from the numerical solution of La.place's 
equation. 

In this second edition a number of erro~s has been corrected. 

1) 
In a preceding report (see reference list : rm ) we discussed theore• 
tica.l aspects of Richardson's method. 
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1. The elimination method 

In this section we recall some of the main features of the theory 
developped in [4] • i 

In [4] ~he sol!ution of' the matrix eq~tion 

( 1.1) Lu == f 

was approximated by a sequence of :functions '\t which were calculated 
by the formula 

( 1. 2) 

The function '\: ms.~ be expressed in terms of the: solution u and the 
initial error v0 = ;u0 - u, i.e. 

( 1. 3) 

where Pk(L) is a. polynomial of degree k in L satisfying Pk(O) = 1. 
I • I • Let us as~ume that Lhasa complete set of eigenfunctions e., with 
I , : l 

eigenvalues A· or which most are positive and no more than a few 1 . . ' 

a.re nega.ti ve. We de:velop ~ 0 in the series 

( 1 .4) vo=rc.e .• 
• l l 
l. 

The essence of the ~ethod proposed in ~] was the reduction or the 
la.te eigenfunctions1 of L corresponding to the larger eigenvalues 
>.. ~ [a, b] , followed by the elimination of the remaining eigenfunctions. 

l ' 

The reduction was aphieved by means of the Chebyshef operator CK(a,b,L) 
adjusted to the int~rval [a, b] and scaled to satisfy the condition·. 
CK{a,b,O) = 1. The remaining eigenfunctions were eliminated by Chebyshet 

( '*' ' ) * , ol ( * ) operators CK* a. ,b,~ , ~here a is chosen to sat~sfy CK* a ,b,A1 • 0 9 

>. 1 being the eigenvalue of the eigenfunction to be eliminated. 
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2. Numerical. stability of iteration processes 

In this section we discuss the numerical stability of iteration 
I 

processes of the type 

( 2. 1 ) 

where gk is a known vector depending on k and ~ is the iteration 
matrix also dep~nding on k. 
Such a process :ls called strongly sta.b!e [1] 'it for every k 

(2.2) llHkll < 1. 

From this condition one may derive that the rounding errors occurring 
in actual computation cannot accumulate. 
Suppose that with the application of the opera.tor lit we have the 
rounding error Ftk• Instead of the exact solu~ion ~ we then get the 1 

numerical solut~on U:- satisfying the scheme · 

(2.3) 

A~er K i~erations we have the numerical errdr 

. * Evidently t1o = u0 , hence 

(2.4) 
K-2 K-1 

u_°*:_ - U.. ::: l Il H.. Ek + Ev-1 • 
K K k=O l=k+ 1 --:i '~ 

We define ' 

(2.5) 

and 

(2.6) 
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From (2.4) we obtain 

(2.7) 

It may be concluded that a strongly stable iters:tion process has a 
final numerical error of the same order as the maximal round-off of 

i 

the individual iterations. In those cases where 'I lel I is small~ the 
process is numerically stable. 

Let us now consider iterative processes where 11Hit11 also assumes 
values larger than i1. 

We define the operators 

K-1 
(2.8) '\ = IT Hl 

l=k+1 

for k = 0 9 1 , ••• , K-1 , where A__ = 1 • -x-1 
From ( 2. 4) we see ~hat I 1l\_11 • I I £k 11 is an upper bound for the growth 
of the round-off Ek~ Therefore we should require1· that 

(a) 'l'he operat.or nonns 111\11 have to be sm~ll fork.= 0,1, ... ,K-1. 

A second condition :is obtained by requiring that.each rowid-off tk will 
be small, i.e. ther~ will be no growth of numbers~ 

l , 
Let us define the operators 

k 
(2.9) Bk= TI H1 

l=O 

for k = 0, 1 , ••• , K-1 • 

To prevent a growth.of numbers we require 

(b) The operat?r norms I !Bkl I have to be small fork= 0,1, ••• ,K-1. 

If we are able to arrange the operators ~ in such a way that the condi~ 
tions (a) and (b) are satisfied, we may expect that the iteration process 

• I (2.1) is numerically stable. · 
' 
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3 •. ~u.merical stab.ility of t~1e first order Richardson process 

As far as the author knows there is no detailed study of the 

stability against rounding errors of the first order Richardson 

process (cf. Forsythe and Wasow [2]p. 233). In this section the 

stability problem is investigated, which results in an arrangement 

of the relaxation parameters stable on the El,ectrologica X8 computer 

for very ill-conditioned matrix problems and for relative large values 

of K. 

The first order Richardson process is of type (2.1) with 

H = 1 - w L. k k 

We shall assume that L has a complete set o:f eigen:fwictions e. with 
J. 

eigenvalues A.. • Since the orders of the elimination operators 
l * ]. ' 

CK*(a.,b,L) are 'small we will only be concerned. with the effect of 
\.o 1 
1 

rounding errors :associated with the applica.t~on of the opera.tor 
I , 

CK(a,b,L). It i~. sufficient to restrict the c:onsidera.tions to the 

space S( u, b), w1tich is generated by the eigenfunctions ei correspondins 

to the eigenval·~es .Ai i:. [a, b], i.e. we will cot1sider the numerical 

stability with respect to the space S(o.',b) (compare ~J section 6) .. 

'l'he eigenvalues of• Hk e.re given by 1 - wk.\i' so that the operators Hlt 

a.re instable with respect to S(a,b) when 

(3.2) 

I 
In :figure ,1 the spectra of a. stable and a.n inerta.ble operator Uk are 

illustrated.; 

r 

b 

-1 

insta.ble 

fig. 1 
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The norms 1 IHk 11 may become very large, hence the relaxation parameters 

wk must be carefully distributed over the K iter1=1-tions of the process. 

Results of Young-Warlick 

The experimen~s of Young and Walick ( [6J, [T]) proved that a 

descending or ascen;ding order of the norms 11 ~I :I was unfavourable. 
I 

Theoretically this pay be concluded from the structure of the operators 

~ and Bk defined ~n the preceding section. 

Let us suppose that 11~ 11 or wk is decreasing w~th k. The norms 

11~ 11 are small fbr every k. However, I !Bk 11 increases strongly in the 

first part of the iteration process (figure 2) giving rise to a strong 

growth of the error vk. in the middle of the process. 

~ 
1 1.1~! I· i IB 

' I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

111\1 I 

K 2 

fig. 2 

K-1 k 

The ~escending order gives rise to a strong growth of numbers, but 

there is no growth of the individual round-off's .e:k. The area below the 

curve 11 ~ 11 • 11Bk11. (figure 2) gives an upper bound for the final 

numerical error 11 % - ~ 11. If we invert the di;rection of' k in :figure ~ 
and if we interchange 11~1 I and I IBkl I we get a. situation corresponding 

to an increasing order of the norms 11~11 • 
The ~scending orde~ gives rise to a strong growth in the i~dividuo.l 

,r:_ounding errors e:k' however, there is no growth of numbers. 
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In table I we have listed our results for the model problem I discussed 

in [5]. For the sake of completeness we have mentioned the parameters ' 

y and stv respectively indicating the type of the difference formulae 
' 

used and the number of the starting vector u0 • 

TABLE I. Numerical stability of the first order Richardson process 

applied to the model problem I (see [5] ). 

K a b y * stv R (K) 

I 

162 ~ 0,20 (theor.) Process without! round-off 27 2 1.5 
Ascending order 27 2 162 1.5 4 - 0,05 

Ascending order 27 2 162 1. 5 5 0,03 

Descending order 27 2 162 1.5 4 0,21 

Descending order 27 2 162 1.5 5 0,23 

Young-Warlick order 27 2 162 1 • 5 4 0,21 

Second degree process 27 2 162 l 1 • 5 4 0,21 

. * 
'l"he number R (K) is defined by 

(3.3) 

*: 
* 1 I It~ - rl I 

R ( K) = - K 1 n I (tu0 - :t' 11 ' 

which will serve as ~ estimate for the convergence of the iterative 

process with re,spect to the space S(a~b) = 8(2, 162). This follows from 

the following argument. If there are no rounding errors we may write 

(3.4) * R (K) 
, 

= - - ln K 

I ltu - LvK - tl I 1 I lcK(a1b,L)Lv0 1 I 
11 Lu - Lv 0 .;. f 11 • - K ln 11Lv0 11 ' 

From this we conclude that for tk = 0 the following inequality bolds 

(3.5) 

where R(K) is tpe average rate of convergenc~ for K iterations. In the 

column denoted ~*(K), the first number corresponds with the value of ) . \ * 
the lower bound~ R{K) of the numerical values· R (K). 

I 
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It follows from table I that the descending order is superior to the 

~e~din13 ord~,r; the descending order yields the sa.me rate of convergence 

1.1s the strongly stable second order process (see',the following section), 
' I 

while the ascending'. order is divergent. In connection with this, it is 
I , 

interesting to remark that Young [6] stated that, the ascending order 

is superior to the O.escending one. 

Young and Warlick tested an arrangement of the relaxation parameters, 

which starts with a' middle value of wk, and then alternatively proceeds· 

from the next lowerito the next higher. This order was satisfactory for 

a problem cha:i:-e.cterized by (K,a,b) = (40,2,324) [§J. If larger values 

of K are required, Young recommends repeating the whole process. 

However, for ill-conditioned problems the rate of convergence is reduced 

considerable (see [4]). Therefore it is highly desirable to look for 

still better orders i of the relaxation parameters. 

;!:mErovements of the: Young-Warliclt order 
I 

A first improv1~ent of the Young-Warlick order is obtained if we 

invert the order of~ the relaxation para.meters in ,the Young-Warlick 
' I 

method. This is suggested by the observation that a. descending order 
I 

of ! Ink 11 is superior to an ascending order. The Young-Warlick method 

may be intci:preted as a sequence of quadratic op~rators 

HkHk' = (1 - wkL)(1 - 1wi~ 1 L) 

with 

The norms of these ~uadratic operators are increasing, hence we expect 
• I that arranging them.with decreasing norms will be a better strategy. 

Table II justifies ~his conclusion, although the ~ethod diverges for 

K = 81. 
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TABLE II. Numerical stability of the first order Richardson process 
applied ~o model problem I [5]. 

K a b1 y stv R*(K) 

Process without rowd-off 81 2 162 1. 5 ~ 0,21 (theor.) 

Ascending order 81 '2 16;:? 1.5 4 0,63 
Descending order 81 2 162 1.5 4 - o,46 
Ascending-descending order 81 2 162 1.5 4 - 0,23. 
Young-Warlick meth~d 81 2 16? 1.5 4 - 0,05 
Inverted Y-W method 81 2 162 1.5 4 - o,oo 
Ascending-descending Y-W method 81 2 162 1.5 4 + 0,19 ,-

Y-W method applied to quadr.operators 81 2 16211 .5 4 + 0,21 

Second degree process 81 2 162 1.5 4 + 0,21 

I 

A second and ~etter improvement is obtaine~ if the quadratic 
I 

operators are arra.(nged with increasing-decreasihg norms (see table II). 
' 

This is clarified ~Y the structure of the operators ~ and Bk defined 

in the preceding s~ction. Let us first arrange ~he linear operators 

11t with increasing~decreasing norms. In figure ~ the behaviour of 

I IAitl I and I IBkl I :is illustrated. We see ~hat 1~~11 and 1 IBkl I have 

not such an ~xplos~v~ behaviour as in figure 2.IMoreover I l~I I is small 
when 11Bk11 is large and vice versa. This means 1 that a large round-off 

does not grow strongly and a rounding error that does grow strongly 

is a small one. 

k 
0 K-1 · 
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The same argument holds for an increasing-decreasing order of the 

quadratic operators of Young-Warlick. 

The results in ta'Qle II agree with these conclu'.sions. 

The Young-War,lick method and the improvemefits discussed above 

are obtained by replacing the operator~ with ~11c,, and applying 

the methods 1found for the linear operators to t~ese quadratic operators. 

This process! may be continued. For instance one1m.a.y apply the Young

Warlick method to the operators ~11t_,, which results in a still better 

rate of convergenc~ as is seen in table II. 

However, this is an experimental manner of investigation. We shall 

attempt to give a more analytical descrip~ion of the reduction of 

numerical errors. 

\Factorization i:nto perturbed Chebyshef opera.'tors 
I 

We start with; the following theorem , 

Theorem I 

Let the rela.xationiparameters {wk}~:6 of the op~rator CK(a,b,L) be 
arranged in decreasing order. The relaxation pa~a.meters of the operators 

CK (a,b,L) are then given by the set {wk I k a ~d0 + ~ (d0 - 1), 

m ~ o, l, ••• , K0-1, -a.0 = K/K0}, where d0 is an odd divisor of K. 

Proof 

According to formula 1jJ, ( 2. 3) the k-th zero; of C~( a. 9 b, >.) is given by 

( 3.6) zk • ~ (b + a) - ~ (b - a)cos; ( 2~~1 w). \,, 

Writing 

2d- 1 (k - l (d - 1) 1
·) + 1 

2k+1 0 2 0 - 7r = _____ """'"'" _______ 'Ii' 

2K 2K0 

we see that t~e (Ck - ~ (d0 • 1))/d0]~h zero of CK (a.,b,A) is a ze:ro of 

CK(a,b,A), whi~hpioves the theorem. l O 
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If d0 is a.:Q even, divisor of Kit is easily verified from (3.6) that the 

zeros ~m of CK0 (~,b,A) satisf'y the inequality; 

(3.7) · z 1( ) < i; < z 1 I• ' mdo+2 do-2 m mdo+2do 
. i 

To ea.eh zeto z 6r ~ of CK (a,b,A) we choosefa neighbouring zero of m m 
i i 0 ' 

CK(a.,b,:).) •. In th~s manner we may factor ;CK(a,b,A) into do polynomials 
. , I 

P~i)(A) of,degre~ K0 , which may be interpreted as perturbed Chebyshef 

po~ynomials. If a0 is small and K0 is large the polynomials P~i)(A) 
i ' ' 0 

will approximate.the Chebyshef polynomial CK (a,b,A). 
I 0: 

If we t~e for the operators Hk of the p1eceding section the 
operators ~K(i)(L), we see that the iteration process is numerically 

0 ·' 
stable if ~he operator CK0 (a,~,L) is numerica.:(.ly stable. 

The perturbation of the operator GK (a,bJL) may be chosen in 
different ways but we shall consider onl~ the Collowing two·cases: 

! I• , 

(a) symmetr~c perturbations. 

(b) o~e-sid~d perturbations. 

( ) , . I . 
a sym.metr1c perturbations 

' . 
For the sake of simplicity we will consider only perturbations 

l 

of polynomials CK (a,b,A) of even aegree. 
0 ' 

We define quadratic polynomials ~(A), satisrying '\i(O) • 1 (see 
figure 4),,with zeros z and zK • 

m o-m-1 

1 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 

~-+-w--~,_.;ll~~~--~t--~~~~'-i~--~·t---.. A 
b 

• 41 :fig. : 



CK (a,b,A) may be written as 
0 

( 3.8) 

12 

~(>.), 

We change z to z +dz and zK 1 to zK 1-dz , where dz depends m m m 0-m- 0-m- : m m 

not only on m but also on i. The polynomial "'1(~) is changed to 

0 (A) + d~(A) and CK (a,b,A) to P~i)(A). 
In l 0 0 
From (3.8) we obtain 

• ·~ ~KQ-1 d~(>,) 
' P ~ 1 ) p, ) = CK (a., b, .}.) [ 1 + l ~ ( A ) ] • 

0 I 0 m~O i 
(3.9) 

To keep the perturpation term small we choose dzm with alternating sign. 

Then d~(A) change~ sign with m, so that ~he s~tion in (3.9) contains 

positive and.negative terms in each point A. 

(It seems impossible to give a simpler expressi~n :for t~1e perturbation 

term.) 

I 

(b) one-sided perturbation 

If we choose ~z definite for all m it is possible to construct 
. an simple expressibn~for PK(i)(A). 

: 0 . 
1We assume the following form of-P~1 )(A) 

0 

(3.10) p(i)p.,) 
KO 

= a. CK (a,b,A) 
l. 0 

I 

- io., 
l 

where a. andio. are parameters to be determined. 
J. 

condi~ion.P(i)(O) = 1 From the we :find 
KO 

(3.11) a. = 1 + 0 •• 
l. l. 

The paramete~s o. are obtained f'rom the fact th~t the zeros of 

CK(a,b,A) and th~ ~eros of n P~i)(A) are the s~e. 
Let us write O 

(3.12) l .. (1 + 5.)c.K (a,b,>..) ... 6.J. 
1 I 0 1 
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If zk is a. zero of CK(a,b,A) we have.the relation 

15 • 
CKa(a,b,zk) = 1 +l&i , 

hence 

Solving for zk y'ields 

· tare cos 
z = .l (b+a) - 1 (b-a) cos ; 

. k 2 2 
. I 

(3.13) 

where m = 0, ..:!:. 1 !, • • • , 
Comparing (3.6) ~nd (3.13) leads to 

Putting k equal to i-1 gives the following expression for 15. 
l 

(3.15) 

2i-1 
COS-11' 
• 2d0 

15 i • 2i-1 . • 
TK (y0 ) - cos ~ V 

0 0 

We collect'. these, results in the following theorem. 

Theorem II 

The polynomial Pi~)(A): (1 + '5i)CKo(a,b,A) -
t 

by (3.15) 

(3.16) 

has th~ following zeros 
i m•O, 1, 

6i' where ai i_s give:'1 
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The polynomial Pii) (A.) is completely dete~ned by the values of 
K, K0 and i. Ine may o~tain these polynomials by selecting those zeros 
zk of CK(a,b,A.) with k congruent modulo d0 (,wh~ch means a one-sided 
perturbation of the zeros of CK (a,b,A.)). ' 

'. 0 For large values o~ K0 the parameters ~. are small, so that the 
operators P~i)(L) may be interpre~ed as1 Chebyshef operators of degree 
K0 with a siJ11 perturbation term. In particula~ if d0 is an odd 

do-1 i 

number, P (~)(L) is exactly the operator CK:(a,b,L) (cf. theorem I). Ko , o 

Theorem III 

The sequence of operators {P(i)(L)}~O as defined by theorem II is K0 1=1 
strongly stable ir' 

(3.17) 

Proof 

The norm of p~i) c1)_ is 
0 ' 

(3.18) 

1 '{f K > - - • ln 6. · ·0-2 a. 

given by 

The stability condition is 

(3.19) IJP(i)(L)ll < 1. 
KO 

In figure 5 the behaviour of I IP~i) (L) 11 is illustrated as a. functio.n 
of i. For larg~ valhes of TK (y0 )0the curve is almost symmetrical with 
respect to i = ~ (d~ - 1). F2r small values of TK (y0 ) there is a strong 

(i ) ' 0 increase for i + 1.·rn both cases PK (L) has the largest norm. 
. 0 
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15 

1 -(d-1) 
2 0 
fig. 5 

Condition. (3.19) is satisfied for all i if 

(3.20) 

Using [4] (7.8) W'e get 

. K 

(3 .. 21) 
. ln [2( 1+2cos (~) )] 

KO ~ • 
lntlb + ra ] 

ih - ra· 
This condition ~s certainly satisfi~d ~Y K0 ff 

I 

ln 6 
(3.22) KO > •· 

- {b + \fa) 
ln(----

\fb ... Va. 

From the Taylor; expansion 

(3 .. 23) 

I 

i 

\ ... 
it may be deduced that for b » a the f'ollow~ng relation holds 

(3 .. 24) 

Formula (3.24) proves the theorem. 
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With the aid of theorem III one may drawicertain conclusions 

about' the numerical stability of the op~rator~ P~i)(L). . 

· Ci) : R 
We apply formula (2.7) to the operators {PK (iL)}.~ 1 where K0 satisfies 

I 0 '. l 

(3.17). We have 

and 11e:11 

operators 

is equal to the maximal numerical er,or associated with the 

i:l(i) (L). We find for the final numerical error the bound 
KO .. , 

(3.25) 
11 e: 11 

A scheme for arrangins the relaxation parameters 
I 

We conclude ~his section with a des~ription of a. .distribut:i.on 

of the relaxation°parameters, which proved to' be numerical stable 

on the XO computer for very ill-conditioned matrix problems (sec 

table III) • . 
Let us suppose that the prime f~ctorization of1K is given by 

I • 

(3.26) 

I 

and let us define' the numbers . 

( 3 .27) 

I 

We.now choose d0 ~ d1 and K0 = K1 and we const~uct the polynomials 

P~1 )(L) according: to theorem II. E~ch of these·polynomials may again 

be 1 fa7tored into d2 polynomials p~J) (L) by sel,.ecting those zeros zm 

of P~1 )(A) with m congruent modulo2d2· This process is continued. 

We c~l this the factorization method. 
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Theorem IV 
(l ) 

If the operators PK O (L) 
2 

_Cjo) . 
and PK (L) are o.btained 'by the factorization 

2 . 
method, then they are identical if 10 

Proof I 

(i ) I (l ) 
According to theorem II the zeros or PK O (A) and PK O (A) coincide 

1 2 
with the ·zeros .zk or CK(a.,b,.X) for k = i 0 - :1 + md1 (m = o, 1, ••• , K1-1) 

and fork• 10 - 1 + md2 (m = O, 1, •••• K2-1) respectively. The zeros 
(j ) ' . 

ot PK O (A) co~ncide with the zeros zk tor k • i 0 - 1 + m0d1 + md1d2 
2 

(m = 0, 1, ••• ,; K2- 1 ) • 
<1 0> _(jo) 

Therefore the operators PK (L) and PK (L) are the same for 
2 2 

Using the ~actorization method we obtai~ a. product of perturbed 

Chebyshef operators of degree K 1, or degree K 2, or etc. There . n- . 1 n-
remains t~e problem of.the order of the prim~ factors dv' the order 

of the d operators P~)(L) and the order of the relaxation 

paramete~~ of PK(i) (L). For the first problem it seems best to choose 
n-1 I 

d1 < d2 < ••• < d • - - , - .n 

The last two ·order problems a.re of minor importance. One may choose 

tor instance an; ascending-descending order. 
' TABLE III. Numerical stability of Richardson~s process applied to 

model. problem I [5] 
I * K a b ;Y stv R (K) 

Factorization method 81 2 162 ~·5 4 0,21 

Process without round-off 81 .5 162 ,.5 !. 0, 103 

Factorizat-on method 81 .5 162 1.5 4 o, 105 

Second degree process 81. .5 162 11.5 4 o, 105 , I I 

Process without round-oft 81 .12? 162 1,.5 > O,Ol47 -. 
.Factorization method 81 .125 162 1.5 4 0,052. 

. Second degree p*ocess 811 .125 1~·2 1:·5 4 0,052 

(theor.) 

(theor.) 
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4. Numerical stability of the second order Richardson process 

We recaJ.l that the second order process is 6r the form (compare 

14 I, section 2) 

( 4. 1) 

where 

(4.2) 

As in the preceding 1section we restrict our stability considerations 
I 

to the space S(a,b) generated by the eigenfunction ei of L with 

eigenvalues Xi in the interval [a, b]. · i 
. ~ + t 

We intro~uce the vectors wk and g with comp~nents ""k, ""k-l and f,. 
O respectively. Formula (4.1) may be written as~ first order iteration 

process of type (2.1), i.e. 

(4.3) 

where 

(4.4) 

Theorem V 

·H = 
' k. 

+ -+ .... + 
w k+1 = Hkwk + wkg' 

1 - a k 

0 

The second order Richardson process is strongly stable in the space 

S(a,b). 

Proof 

We require that for each >. ~(a., b] the matrix Hitt with L replaced by A., 

has eigenvaJ.ues within the unit circle. These eigenvaJ.ues satisfy the 

equation 

(4.5) 
. 2 
z - Sz + P = O, 
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where 

(4.6) S = <\_ - WkA , P = <\_ - 1 • 
l 

~he roots of (4:.5) a.re within the unit circle when 

(4.7) p < 1, 1 + s + p > 6 a.nd 1 - s + p > o. 

These conditions lead to 
I 

In figure 6 that domain of points (w,a), whi~h guarantees stability 

is indicated .by!the shaded region. 

a 4 
b fig. 6 

With the aid of the recurrence relation for the Chebyshef polynomials 

Tk(y) one may e~sily verify that the v~ues ~iven by (4.2) satisfy 

(4.7'). \ 

According.to this theorem there will be;no accumulation of rounding 
~ i 

errors in actua.i application. Therefore the final rounding error will 

be of the same brder as the order of the rourtd-off associated with 

one iteration. For numerical. results we refer to the experiments of 

Frank (3) and t~ble III. 
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5. The accuracy of elimination operators in numerical a:pplications 
I 
' 

In actual computation the ei.genvalues~ of the eigenfunctions to be 

eliminated are onl~ known as an approximate value, so that these 

eigenfunctions cannot be eliminated exactly. In this section we discuss 

the accuracy of thei elimination process. 

Let A. 1 be an estimate for the eigenvalue >.. 1 o:f' L. We eliminate the 

corresponding eigenfunctions e 1 by means of the opera.tor 

CK*( a~, b,L). 
1 

fig. 7 

*. 
In figure 7 the curve CK-++-(a.1,b,X) is illustrated.; We approximate 

the value of C *(a.*1,b,J..) 1in :A = :>. 1 by the formula: 
:K1 • i l 

(•5.1) ;cK*1 (a.7,b,X) ~ (). 1 - I 1) ~>. cK*(a7,b',x)J _ 
1 . A.=A.1 

I l .al . fi·nd From the definition of the Chebyshef po ynomi s ~e 

(5.1') 

- * ~ . .. (>..1 - ). 1 ) K1 
CK*(a.1;,b,>. 1 ) = ----*-. -------

1 b+a.1 · _ _ : '* 
TK.,...(:--:;) (b->.1 )(A1~a.1) 

1 b-a.1 

Now a~ is given by (pf. [4] formula ( 4. 4 )) 

- 'IT ) 2A 1 + b(cos 2ie- - 1 

IJ.* = 1 
1 'If 

I CQS --:; - 1 
• 

2K1 
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Substituting this into (5.1i) leads to 

{5.2) 

where Y'; is gi Vl:'.ll by 
'II' -b cos - + >-, 

2K* 
Y'd = 1 

b - ;:1 

(5.3) • 

In practic!e we may write 
' . 

4K~ 
c~*(a7,b,>.1) = 1 * er, - >-,) 

1 b'll'TK*(y0 ) 
1 

(5.2•) 

* * l For large value~ of K1 the value of CK*(1 a 1, b,~ 1 ) will be small •. 
' * However, we wisb( to use relative small values~ for K1 •: For the , 

elimination oper_~tors discussed in [4] section 5 we hav:e, for example: 

yielding 

(5.4) , 

which is approximately of the same order as the relative error 61' the 
l 

estimation 1'1• . 
• • .J . 

The est:unat1on >-;, is accurate enough wh~n 

(5.5) 

Using (5.21 ) we obtain for large values !or K 1µ1d b » ~' 
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. * * In table IV the v~ues .of TK*{y 0 ) f'or a number of values for y 0 are 

listed. In view oft later applications to the Ditichlet problem for 
• t 

the Poisson equation 

(5.7) 6U + F =" O, 

we have chosen the lowest eigenvalues of ~he op~rator -6, given by 

' 2 2 h d • 'b 0 
•• Fur l\e = n + m , w ere n an m are integers, ;to e ·ellmlnated. ther, 

the matrix approximation L to -6 is assumed to ~ave the spectral norm 
. i 

(5.8) a(L) = 162. 

TABLE tv. Inverse norms of' the eliminatio~ operators 
l . 

A =;= 2 A = 5 A = 8: A = 10 e e e e 

* K T* K in T * 1 
Kt TK* ln T * K T* K ln TK* TK* ln T * K 

i : 
' 

1 0.013 -4.34 0.032 -3.44. 0.052 -2.96 0.066 -2.72 . 
2 0.061 -2.80 0. 16 -1 .83 0.27 I _, .~1 0.34 -1.08 

3 0.15 ~1.90 0.39 .,.0.94 o.68 . -0.39 0.90 -0.11 
I 4 0.27 ~1. 31 0.77 -0 .26· 1 .4. 
' 

o.~4 1.9 o.64 

5 o.44 ~0.82 i 1.3 0.26 2.6 0.95 3.7 1.29 
' • 

\6 o.68 
' 

.;.0,39 2.2 0.79 4.6 1.52 6.8 1.92 

7 0.98 ..J0.02 3.5 1.25 7.8 2.05 12 2.48 
'• 

2.516 8 1.4 '0.34 5.3 1.67 13 ! 21 3.04 
' I 
' 

If the estima~ion A1 does not satisfy (5.6), that is the 

approximation i r A~ is too rough, we may apply ~e opera.tor 
~ . 

CK*(a7, b,L) again. ; 1 
It 1may be remarked 1that the norm of the operatoi 

I 

\, 

where K7 + K; is a fixed even number, is ml.nimalj for K7 = K;. This 

follows from the fact that i~ TK-H{y;) is a concave function of K*, a.s 

seen from table IV. 
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